INDIVIDUAL SHIPPER’S NOTICE OF
INTERSTATE MOVING AND RELOCATION
GROUP INC ARBITRATION PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
The arbitration procedures provided under this program have been developed by the
American Moving and Storage Association (AMSA) and the National Arbitration Forum
(the Forum) as a less costly alternative to the court system in setting disputes involving
loss or damage claims.
Please review the information in this brochure carefully; it explains your options and
procedures under the arbitration program between you, the individual shipper and
Interstate Moving and Relocation Group, the household goods broker. This brochure ALSO
explains your rights and remedies under Federal law between you, the individual shipper
and the Household Goods Motor Carrier that provided transportation services moving
your household goods.
IT IS IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER: Interstate Moving and Relocation Group INC.
(“BIMS”), is not a motor carrier authorized by the Federal Government to transport your,
the individual shipper’s, household goods, and BIMS is only arranging for an authorized
household goods motor carrier to perform the transportation services, and if applicable,
any additional services such as but not limited to: (i) Binding and nonbinding estimates.
(ii) Inventorying. (iii) Protective packing and unpacking of individual items at personal
residences. Or (iv) Loading and unloading at personal residences.
If a dispute arises between you, the individual shipper, and BIMS, the household goods
broker, ONLY Interstate Moving and Relocation Group INC., in its sole discretion, may
request arbitration of a claim dispute.
If a dispute arises between you, the individual shipper, and the Household Goods Motor
Carrier you may request arbitration of a claim dispute by following the instruction in the
section titled: XXXXXXXXXX.
Further, if you have make an arbitration request through the American Moving and
Storage Association and receive an official “Submission to Arbitration and Questionnaire
Forms”, you complete the forms and submit a claim dispute to the Forum for resolution
within 20 working days after the date of the transmittal letter. Complete and return three
(3) copies of the forms and other supporting documentation, along with your portion of
the administrative fee for instituting the arbitration proceeding against the Household
Goods Carrier (unless a different payment arrangement has been previously agreed to),
to:

National Arbitration Forum P.O. Box 50191, Minneapolis, MN 55405
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS WHEN IS ARBITRATION
APPROPRIATE?
Disputes eligible for arbitration are unresolved claims that may occur as a result of loss or
damage to an interstate shipment of household goods for an individual shipper. Claim
disputes involving other types of interstate shipments (such as a claim between you and
BIMS) may be arbitrated under the program only if BIMS chooses to do so.
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD GOODS CARRIER In

accordance with Federal law and the terms of your Bill of Lading contract, a claim for
loss or damage must be filed with your Household Goods Motor Carrier (“Carrier”)
within nine months of delivery. The Carrier must acknowledge your claim within 30 days
of receipt and within 120 days must pay, deny, make a settlement offer or advise you of
the status of the claim and the reason for any delay in disposition. If you (the individual
shipper) and your Carrier cannot resolve a dispute with your claim, typically involving
the amount of the settlement offer, you may request that arbitration procedures be used to
resolve the claim.
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND BIMS In accordance with the terms of your BrokerShipper Agreement between you and BIMS, if any claim or dispute arises between said
parties, BIMS may request that arbitration procedures be used to resolve the claim. BIMS
has the sole option of compelling arbitration of any claim or dispute.

WHO ADMINISTERS THE ACTUAL ARBITRATION
PROCEDURES?
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD GOODS CARRIER To insure
a fair and neutral resolution of all disputes, the National Arbitration Forum (the Forum),
an independent, non-governmental organization that is not affiliated with either the
American Moving and Storage Association or any household goods carrier, administers
this program. The Forum is one of the world's largest neutral administrators of arbitration
and mediation services, with a select panel of former judges, law professors and
experienced senior attorneys providing dispute resolution worldwide.
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND BIMS To insure a fair and neutral resolution of all
disputes, the Transportation ADR Council, Inc., an independent, non-governmental
organization that is affiliated with the Transportation Lawyers Association (“TLA”). The
TLA created the Transportation ADR Council, Inc., who administers this arbitration
program. The program rules mandate that both parties and the arbitrator have a duty to
make prompt disclosure to the Administrator of any fact or circumstance which would
reasonably call into question the neutrality or impartiality of the arbitrator. The arbitrators
consist of experienced senior attorneys engaged in the practice of transportation law for a
minimum of ten (10) years and certified by the American Arbitration Association, a local
bar association or any court.

WHAT ARE THE LEGAL EFFECTS OF THE PROGRAM?
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD GOODS CARRIER
Congress provides guidelines in 49 USCS § 14708 and 49 CFR § 375.211 under the
authority of the Department of Transportation. These guidelines are reflected in the
program rules. You should carefully consider the legal effects of the following provisions
before you decide to use the program:

First, arbitration under this program is optional and voluntary for the shipper, but not
always so for the carrier. If a shipper requests arbitration of a disputed loss or damage
claim over $5000.00, the disputed claim will be submitted to arbitration only if both the
shipper and the carrier consent to binding arbitration. The carrier must submit shipper
requests for arbitration on disputed claims of $5000 or less to binding arbitration if a
settlement cannot be reached.
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Once both the shipper and the carrier have signed the official forms and submitted the
dispute to the Forum for resolution, a neutral Forum arbitrator renders a final binding
decision.
Second, you may be entitled to reasonable attorney's fees if you prevail in a court action
that is instituted after the arbitration process has begun, if:
(A) Your original loss and damage claim was submitted to the carrier within 120 days
after the date the shipment was delivered, or the date delivery was scheduled, whichever
was later, and
(B) A decision resolving the dispute was not rendered through arbitration within the time
period established by the arbitrator for resolution of the dispute; or the court proceeding
Is to enforce a decision already rendered through arbitration that is instituted after the
period for the performance of such decision has elapsed. Finally, to discourage shippers
from filing non-meritorious claims in court, the statute provides that the mover may be
awarded reasonable attorney's fees if the shipper brings such court action in "bad faith"
either:
. (A) After the resolution of a dispute through the arbitration program; or
. (B) After the shipper has instituted an arbitration proceeding but before the period for

the resolution of
the dispute as established by the arbitrator has ended or before a decision resolving the
dispute is rendered.
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND BIMS In accordance with the terms of your BrokerShipper Agreement between you and BIMS, any claim submitted for arbitration under
this program is optional and voluntary for BIMS. All claims for arbitration under the
Broker-Shipper Agreement must be brought in the party’s individual capacity and not as
a plaintiff or class member in any purported class, collective action, or representative
proceeding. The arbitrator may not consolidate the claims, and may not otherwise preside
over any form of a representative or class proceeding. Judgment upon any Arbitration
award determination may be entered in any court of any state or county or application
may be made to such court through judicial acceptance of the award or determination and
on order of enforcement, as the law of the jurisdiction may require or allow. The
Arbitration award determination shall be final and no appeal shall be taken by either
party. The costs of any such Arbitration shall be borne equally by the BROKER and the
INDIVIDUAL SHIPPER.

WHAT CAN AN ARBITRATOR AWARD AND WHAT IS THE
LEGAL STATUS OF THAT DECISION?
The arbitrator may grant any remedy or relief the arbitrator feels is just and appropriate
within the scope of the agreement between the parties and within the rules of the
program.
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD GOODS CARRIER In
general, the amount of any award may not exceed the carrier's liability under the bill of
lading. In reaching a decision, the arbitrator considers the applicable law and the
provisions of the tariff, as well as applicable practices of the moving industry. Under the
rules of the program, the arbitrator only has jurisdiction to consider claims for loss or
damage to the household goods transported, or such other disputes arising out of the
transportation of the household goods that are mutually agreed upon, in writing, by both
the shipper and the carrier. The arbitrator has no jurisdiction to consider any other claims,
including, but not limited to: consequential or incidental damages, mental anguish, loss of
wages, punitive damages, alleged fraud, violations of law or any claim that cannot be
arbitrated under law, such as allegations of criminal activity.
The arbitrator's decision is legally binding on both parties and can be enforced in any
court having jurisdiction over the dispute. Under the rules of the program, there is a
limited right to appeal the arbitrator's decision; however, courts will not usually revise
findings of fact or law in a binding arbitration award.
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND BIMS The arbitrator may grant any remedy or relief

the arbitrator feels is just and appropriate within the scope of the agreement between the
parties and within the rules of the program. All
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claims for arbitration arising from disputes under the Broker-Shipper Agreement must be
brought in the party’s individual capacity and not as a plaintiff or class member in any
purported class, collective action, or representative proceeding. The arbitrator may not
consolidate the claims, and may not otherwise preside over any form of a representative
or class proceeding. Judgment upon any Arbitration award determination may be entered
in any court of any state or county or application may be made to such court through
judicial acceptance of the award or determination and on order of enforcement, as the law
of the jurisdiction may require or allow. The Arbitration award determination shall be
final and no appeal shall be taken by either party. The costs of any such Arbitration shall
be borne equally by the BROKER and the INDIVIDUAL SHIPPER.

HOW MUCH DOES ARBITRATION COST?
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD GOODS CARRIER The
Forum currently charges a fee of $450.00 to initiate a standard "document arbitration"
case for claims up to $10,000; refer to the fee schedule in Rule 8 for the applicable fees
for larger claims. As the party instituting the arbitration proceeding, you will be asked to
pay half the cost of the proceeding, unless both parties have previously agreed to a
different amount, when you return the completed arbitration forms to the Forum. In
reaching a final decision, the arbitrator may determine which party will pay the cost or a
portion of the cost of instituting the proceeding. In other words, the arbitrator may decide
to refund all, a portion or none of your initial fee, depending on the circumstances of your
dispute.
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND BIMS The Transportation ADR Council, Inc.,
currently charges a fee of $200 for a standard "written submission arbitration" case and

$250 for a "written submission arbitration" case plus a conference call. If an evidentiary
hearing is necessary, an additional fee of $300 is required. A supplemental charge of $50
for each additional unrepresented party or additional separately-represented party in
excess of two parties will apply. Long distance telephone, fax charges and incidental
costs incurred by the Administrator shall be billed to the parties as additional costs. The
cost of the call in the conference call format will be submitted as an incidental cost. The
arbitrator's fee and costs are $500.00 minimum for one-half day (4 hours) or for written
submission; full day (8 hours) - $1,000.00; a prorated rate for time in excess of half or
full days, or for time expended in conference calls; and includes costs associated with
travel, meal and lodging costs, if any, incurred by the arbitrator.
Per the Broker-Shipper Agreement, the costs of any such Arbitration or ADR shall be
borne equally by the BROKER and the INDIVIDUAL SHIPPER. Each party's portion of
the administrative costs are non-refundable and must be pre-paid. A minimum advance of
$500 for the arbitrator's fee must be pre-paid. If the arbitration does not occur, the $500
deposit will be refunded. Depending upon the anticipated length of the arbitration, the
Administrator reserves the right to require a deposit for the arbitrator's fee in excess of
$500. At the discretion of the Administrator, the parties may be required to agree in
advance to an arbitration procedure with respect to the payment of arbitration fees and
administrative costs. Following the arbitration, the arbitrator will advise the
Administrator of his or her time and charges. The Administrator will promptly issue a
statement and, upon receipt of payment, the Administrator will promptly pay the
arbitrator.

HOW DO I REQUEST ARBITRATION?
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD GOODS CARRIER You may
request arbitration by writing to the American Moving and Storage Association,
Attention: Dispute Settlement Program, 1611 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314-3482.
Your letter of notification to the AMSA must be sent within 60 days after a final offer or
a denial of your claim has been made to you in writing by the carrier. Your letter to
AMSA may also be sent by fax to (703) 683-7524.
Along with your name, address and telephone number, the following information should
be included In your letter of notification to AMSA:
1. The name of the carrier and the Identification number of the shipment;
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2. Any assigned loss and damage claim number;
3. Name the shipment moved under;
4. Dates and locations of pickup and delivery; and
5. Monetary value of the loss and damage claim involved.
Documents supporting your position on the claim should not be sent at this time, but kept
for use later when the actual arbitration forms are submitted to the Forum.
Upon receipt of this information, the AMSA will promptly notify the carrier of your
request for arbitration and, if the dispute falls within the program guidelines, forward to
you the required forms and program rules. You will then have 20 working days after the
date the forms are transmitted to you to complete the forms and return them to the Forum,
along with your portion of the administrative fee. Then the carrier submits Its
documentation and its portion of the administrative fee and the arbitration process begins.
The arbitrator makes most decisions within 30 days of receiving all the necessary forms
and documents.
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND BIMS Only BIMS, in its sole discretion, may request
arbitration of a claim dispute.

TIMELINE FOR ARBITRATION PROCEDURES DISPUTE
BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD GOODS CARRIER
1. Prior to shipment, the carrier will provide the shipper with information about the
availability of arbitration procedures for loss and damage claims disputes.
2. If a dispute arises on a claim after the claims adjusting process has been completed
with the carrier, a\ shipper may request arbitration by sending a notice to AMSA
identifying the claim. The request must be sent within 60 days of the carrier's final
written offer or denial of the claim to the shipper.
3. AMSA sends notice of the shipper's request to the carrier who must respond to AMSA

within 15 working (business) days with information about the status of the claim. If the
carrier agrees to submit the disputed claim to arbitration, or is required to do so pursuant
to the statutory criteria and the program rules, AMSA forwards the rules and three (3)
copies of the necessary forms to the shipper.
4. Within 20 working days after the date of transmittal, the shipper may initiate
arbitration by completing and returning three (3) copies of the forms and supporting
documentation to the Forum, along with the applicable administrative fee (see Rule 8),
unless a different amount has previously been otherwise agreed to by both parties.
5. The Forum then sends one copy of the shipper's documents to the carrier. The carrier
has 20 working days after the date of the Forum's notice of the shipper's submission to
file three (3) copies of its response and commitment to arbitration plus its portion of the
administrative fee with the Forum.
6. After receipt of the carrier's position, the Forum opens a case file and forwards one
copy of the carrier's material to the shipper.
7. Within 20 working days after the date of the Forum's notice of the carrier's submission
materials, the claimant may file a response to the carrier's submission. Upon receipt of a
supplemental filing from the claimant, the Forum shall provide the carrier with a copy of
the claimant's supplemental filing. The carrier will, in turn, have 20
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working days after the date of the Forum's notice of the claimant's supplemental
statement to file a response with the Forum. Upon the filing of the response by the
carrier, the Forum will provide a copy of the carrier's response to the claimant.
8. The Forum then sends the case file to a neutral arbitrator selected from its panel who
decides the issues within 30 days after receipt of the case file under the standard written

procedure or within 30 days after the arbitrator declares the proceeding closed under the
optional oral arbitration procedures.
9.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
Following resolution by the arbitrator, the Forum then mails the award to the parties.
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND BIMS
ONLY BIMS may initiate the process of arbitration by mailing or faxing the referral form
to the Administrator. Upon receipt of the form, the Administrator will contact the other
parties, solicit their participation in the arbitration process, provide the appropriate
information and make the final arrangements for the arbitration.
The Administrator will confer with the parties regarding a reasonable schedule for
submissions to the arbitrator. Failing agreement, the Administrator reserves the right to
impose deadlines for the filing of submissions to the arbitrator.
In the written submission arbitration, the arbitrator shall review the argument and
evidence provided and renders a summary decision in a timely fashion but in no event
later than thirty (30) days following the receipt of all the submissions.
In the conference call arbitration, the arbitrator shall have a reasonable opportunity to
review the submissions prior to the conference call and shall render a summary decision
in a timely fashion but in no event later than thirty (30) days following the conference
call.
In the evidentiary hearing, the arbitrator may receive live testimony and written
submissions, including affidavits and reports, and shall render a summary decision in a

timely fashion but in no event later than thirty (30) days following the closing of the
hearing.
If, following the issuance of notice, a party fails to appear at the arbitration and fails to
seek a postponement; the arbitrator may hear the case and grant a default judgment. The
party which is present will be required to present a case sufficient to allow the arbitrator a
basis from which to make an award. The arbitrator may hear a motion by the nonappearing party to set aside the default judgment and may issue relief with such
conditions as are fair and equitable.
The arbitrator may re-open the hearing on his or her own motion or upon the motion of a
party at any time prior to the issuance of the award. The arbitrator's award shall be issued
in writing to the parties by the arbitrator. The award shall be final and may be appealed
only to the extent permitted by the law of Florida, unless the parties otherwise agree.
Following resolution by the arbitrator, the award is mailed to the parties.
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ARBITRATION PROGRAM RULES
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AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD GOODS CARRIER
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DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD GOODS

CARRIER
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arranging for an authorized household goods motor carrier to perform the transportation services, and if
applicable, any additional services such as but not limited to: (i) Binding and nonbinding estimates. (ii)
Inventorying. (iii) Protective packing and unpacking of individual items at personal residences. Or (iv)
Loading and unloading at personal residences.

INDIVIDUAL SHIPPER’S NOTICE OF
INTERSTATE MOVING AND RELOCATION
GROUP ARBITRATION PROGRAM
DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND BIMS

*** ARBITRATION REFERAL FORM – TLA – STILL
WAITING ON APPROVED FORM***

Interstate Moving and Relocation Group, INC(“BIMS”), is not a motor carrier authorized by the
Federal Government to transport your, the individual shipper’s, household goods, and BIMS is only
arranging for an authorized household goods motor carrier to perform the transportation services, and if
applicable, any additional services such as but not limited to: (i) Binding and nonbinding estimates. (ii)
Inventorying. (iii) Protective packing and unpacking of individual items at personal residences. Or (iv)
Loading and unloading at personal residences.

